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Introduction
This resource has been developed in 
accordance with syllabus outcomes 
for stage 6 Visual Arts, to be used 
as a supplementary resource for 
supporting HSC learners. The Frames 
and the Conceptual Framework have 
been referenced in line with selected 
artworks from students in the First 
Class 21 exhibition.

You can use this resource in 
conjunction with the online exhibition 
catalogue on the MAC website: 
https://mac.lakemac.com.au/Learn/
Schools

 

Frames
The Frames are tools which are 
used to view, analyse, and better 
understand the philosophical 
and theoretical underpinnings of 
artworks. 

The frames are subjective, cultural, 
structural and postmodern. 

 
The Conceptual 
Framework
The conceptual framework is used 
to understand the relationship 
between the agencies of the 
artworld: the artist, the artwork, the 
audience, and the world.

https://mac.lakemac.com.au/Learn/Schools
https://mac.lakemac.com.au/Learn/Schools
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Subjective Frame
The Subjective Frame is an 
investigation of the personal aspects 
of the artworks; both those of the 
artist and those of the audience. 
The subjective frame considers that 
artists make work based on their own 
experiences, be it emotional (feeling), 
psychological, or imaginings. 

 

Key words:  
emotion, feelings, senses, 
experiences, imagination, 
psychological experience, opinions, 
personal reactions, evocative, 
subconscious, intentions, memories, 
interpretations, mood, imagination, 
human experiences, subconscious.

Jodi Faux 
Warners Bay High School
Body, Mind and Matter Painting 
acrylic paint, oil paint, oil stick, charcoal, 
soft pastels, spray paint, texture paste, 
impasto, watercolour
dimensions variable
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Section One Question  
(8 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes for this 
question) 
See the artist interview video 
here: 
https://youtu.be/_gI_clP-Wek    

Examine how Jodi Faux’s work, 
Body Mind and Matter relate to 
the personal.
(Use all source material). 

In order to be immersed in 
the creative process and 
allow for complete artistic 
expression, these elements 
require a balance to produce 
art that compliments the 
artists’ purpose, meaning and 
individual art making process. 

JODI FAUX

Jodi Faux 
Warners Bay High School
Body, Mind and Matter Painting 
acrylic paint, oil paint, oil stick, charcoal, 
soft pastels, spray paint, texture paste, 
impasto, watercolour
dimensions variable

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects 
of the subjective frame, referring to all 
source material

Examines comprehensively how the artwork reveals the 
personal through process and concept. Examined source 
material in a sophisticated and well-reasoned way.

7-8

A good answer referring to some key 
aspects of the subjective frame, referring to 
some of the source material.

A well-developed explanation of how the personal is 
evidenced in the artwork referring to all source material. 

5-6

A limited response referencing some 
aspects of the subjective frame. 

Describes the subject matter, makes minimal references to 
key points of the subjective frame.

3-4 

Plates are referred to in simple or unrelated 
ways, revealing little understanding of the 
key points of the question.

A basic description of the work making no reference to the 
key points of the question.

1 -2

https://youtu.be/_gI_clP-Wek
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Larry Quinn 
Warners Bay High School
Brave the Weather 
Painting 
acrylic paint, house paint, board
dimensions variable

Structural Frame
The structural frame is an 
investigation of the aesthetic 
properties or artistic elements 
of an artwork. 

Signs and symbols may be 
used by artists to convey 
ideas and meaning. 

 

Key words:  
medium, composition, signs, 
symbols, language, visual 
codes, techniques, forms, 
direction, colour, tone, 
texture balance, scale, media, 
materials, interpretations, 
visual language, decoding, 
colour, tone, texture, line 
shape, form, aesthetics.
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Section One Question  
(8 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes 
for this question)     

Explain how Larry Quinn uses 
signs, symbols, and visual 
codes to create meaning in his 
work Brave the Weather.  
(Use all source material). 

Brave the Weather depicts 
landscapes of personal 
significance. The paintings are 
embedded with bizarre symbols 
and contextual typography 
related to isolated memories 
of these locations. The title, 
Brave the Weather, came 
from lyrical inspiration, and 
foreshadows the metaphorical 
storm of aggravation that hit 
after discovering these places. 
My aim is to tell a subjective 
allegory of past happiness, 
and the importance of those 
memories in keeping a positive 
mindset, despite overbearing 
misfortune and repression.  
The past is the desire, the  
in-between are the lessons to 
be learnt, and the future is the 
reward.

LARRY QUINN

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects 
of the subjective frame, referring to all 
source material

Provides a comprehensive explanation of how meaning 
is created through materials and actions. Interprets the 
sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned ways referring 
to signs, symbols, and visual codes

7-8

A good answer referring to some key 
aspects of the subjective frame, referring to 
some of the source material.

Provides a developed explanation of how meaning is 
created through materials and actions. Interprets the 
sources in sustained and reasonable way.

5-6

A limited response referencing some 
aspects of the subjective frame. 

Provides a limited explanation of how meaning is created 
through materials and actions.

3-4 

Plates are referred to in simple or unrelated 
ways, revealing little understanding of the 
key points of the question.

A basic description of the work making no reference to the 
key points of the question.

1 -2

Larry Quinn 
Warners Bay High School
Brave the Weather 
Painting 
acrylic paint, house paint, board
dimensions variable
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Laura Maher   
Newcastle High School 
Float 
Collection of Work 
cyanotype, thread, aluminium, Video projection 
over the work.

Cultural Frame
The cultural frame 
investigates art with 
consideration to the values, 
beliefs, technologies and 
identity of the culture and 
society in which the work of 
art was created. 

 

Key words:  
origins, traditions, 
conventions, archival, secular, 
contemporary, modes, 
consumerism, symbolic, 
customs, patriotism, 
controversy, protest, urban, 
race, class, gender, place, art 
styles, scientific and artistic 
practice, politics, economics, 
inherent, ethnicity, provincial, 
propaganda, iconography, 
ancestral.
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Section One Question  
(12 marks)  
(allow 25 minutes for this question)     

Assess how the work ‘float’ by Laura 
Maher comments on her culture.    
(Use all source material). 

Float explores my love of the ocean 
and the freedom I feel when floating 
there. I escape to the water and feel at 
peace when floating. In some cultures, 
bluebottles are referred to as a floating 
terror. Australian swimmers leave the water 
for fear of being stung when a flotilla of 
bluebottles is blown into shore. My work 
explores another silent terror in the ocean 
litter from excessive consumerism. The 
peace I feel when I’m floating contrasts 
with the intrusion of floating aluminium 
bluebottles. As humans, we sometimes 
ignore the impact of man’s environmental 
mismanagement, particularly in the ocean. 
We only see what is above the surface; 
below and out there in the vast ocean, our 
careless use of manmade materials has 
an increasing effect. My work questions 
the ethics of Australian society claiming to 
love the beach but ignoring the harm we 
have on the environment. Float positions 
my figure in the centre of the ocean 
habitat. I’m in the middle of a massive, 
aquatic environment, viewing the conflict 
between the health of the ocean and 
man’s endless consumption.  

LAURA MAHER

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key 
aspects of the subjective frame, 
referring to all source material

Provides a comprehensive assessment of how meaning 
is created through materials and actions. Interprets 
the sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned way. 
Identifies cultures of Australian lifestyle including 
consumerism and environment.

11-12

A good answer referring to some 
key aspects of the subjective frame, 
referring to some of the source 
material.

Provides a well-developed assessment of how meaning 
is created through materials and actions.
Interprets the sources in sustained and reasonable way.

9-10

A fair answer referring to some 
aspects of the cultural frame, 
referring to some source material.

Provides a fair assessment of how meaning is created 
through materials and actions.
Makes some reference to the source material.

7-8

A limited response referencing some 
aspects of the subjective frame. 

Provides a limited explanation of how meaning is 
created through materials and actions.

4-6 

Plates are referred to in simple 
or unrelated ways, revealing little 
understanding of the key points of 
the question.

A basic description of the work making no reference to 
the key points of the question.

1 -3

Laura Maher   
Newcastle High School 
Float 
Collection of Work 
cyanotype, thread, aluminium, 
Video projection over the work.
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Postmodern Frame
Investigates how the artist 
questions and re-evaluates 
traditional art narratives and 
accepted beliefs about art, the 
artist, and the world.

Artists use of devises such as 
appropriation, irony, parody, 
paradox, reconceptualization, 
pastiche, and intertextuality 
are prevalent in Post Modern 
works.  

Key words:  
appropriation, challenging, 
quotation, popular culture, 
non-traditional, media, 
new, diversity, mass media, 
irony, parody, paradox, 
reinterpretation, pastiche, 
intertextuality, narrative, 
conventions, humour, sarcasm, 
the role of art, power, 
authorities, classifications, 
recontextualization.

William Greenhalgh 
Toronto High School
Christ Air
Painting
acrylic paint, recycled  
skateboard decks
90 x 150cm
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Section One Question   
(5 marks)  
(allow 10 minutes 
for this question)  

Explain why William Greenhalgh’s work is 
Postmodern.
What has he re-configured and reinterpreted 
in his work Christ Air? 

Christ Air encapsulates perceptions of anti-
authoritarian attitudes of skateboarding 
sub-culture through a post-modern 
narrative spanning 1500’s Grünewald to 
1990’s Mombassa. Religious paintings are 
fused humorously with iconic Australian 
and American images. My approach to 
recontextualising classic imagery is symbolic. 
Coupled with highlighting the devotion of 
skateboarders to their craft, my image of the 
appropriated Christ holds his skateboard in 
the classic skate pose of an aerial manoeuvre 
aptly known as The Christ Air. This move 
was invented by skater Christian Hosoi, and 
transpires while flying in the air, clutching 
the board in one hand, spreading arms 
and straightening legs, forming a pose that 
resembles Jesus Christ on the cross. Skaters 
have great connection with their boards; the 
board becomes part of them, accentuating 
individuality and creativity. My practice has 
been further deliberated by repurposing my 
old skate decks, connecting my love of skating 
with that of art.

WILLIAM GREENHALGH

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer 
referring to key aspects of 
postmodern art, referring 
to source material.

Explains comprehensively how the work is Post Modern 
referencing methods and appropriation. Identifies what is 
reconfigured and reinterpreted in a sustained and succinct way. 

4 - 5 

A good answer referring 
to some key aspects of 
postmodern art, referring 
to some source material.

Explains how the work is Post Modern referencing the 
appropriation of artists’ works.

2- 3

A limited response 
referencing some aspects 
of the source material.

Describes the subject matter without any reference to 
postmodern practices.

1 

William Greenhalgh 
Toronto High School
Christ Air
Painting
acrylic paint, recycled  
skateboard decks
90 x 150cm
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Artist  

Today, our understanding 
of an artist is diverse and 
forever changing. An artist 
can make work individually 
or collaboratively, with a 
community group.  Some 
artists commission others to 
produce work for them. These 
works might be produced in 
a commercial print studio, 
or an industrial workshop. 
Some artists working in large 
scale will work with a team of 
helpers. For example, Patricia 
Piccinini’s Sky Whale.

Artwork

Today our understanding of what 
makes an artwork is vast and varied 
from physical material, virtual or 
ephemeral forms, 2D, 3D and 4D as 
well as time-based works and other 
emerging technologies. 

Artworks are the product of the 
materials used, the technical skills 
of the artist, the concepts being 
conveyed and the subject matter 
of the work. 

We can analyse artworks with 
reference to the following 
features: 

•    Details of the work (artist, title, 
date, place, size and media used)

•    Subject matter (the objects 
or components seen in the 
artwork)

•    Formal elements (colour, line, 
form, texture and tone)

•    Materials and techniques (how 
the work is created/made)

•    Style or movement (Baroque, 
Surrealism, Expressionism, Post 
Modern)

Audience 

There are many types of 
audiences which each 
view and absorb art from 
different perspectives 
for varied purposes. The 
audience is the public, the 
curator, the art critic, the 
art historian, writers and 
educators. As well as fellow 
artists (contemporaries). 
The audience is an integral 
link between the agencies 
and allows us to develop 
broader judgements and 
interpretations of the 
artist’s intentions.

World 

The agency of the world 
allows us to interpret art from 
different nations, cultures, 
and ideologies. The agency of 
the world is found primarily 
in its function as a source of 
inspiration, a source of ideas, 
conditions and events that are 
explored and represented by 
artists in their artworks. 

The Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework is used to understand the relationship between the agencies of the artworld. The four agencies: the artist, 
the artwork, the audience, and the world work individually and collaboratively to influence our understanding and reception to art.  
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Conceptual Framework Vocabulary 

Artist  

Communication     

Beliefs          

Experimental 

Collaboration         

Attitudes      

Innovation 

Experiences            

Artisans        

Imaginative 

Architects               

Designers     

Community          

Exhibition               

Master          

Movement                     

Discipline                

Expertise      

Pioneer 

Authenticity           

Values  

Artwork

Articulation

Intentional

Conception

Investigation

Virtual          

Articulation             

Compositions         

Physical       

Investigation 

Representations    

Material      

Symbolism         

Expressions            

Aesthetic     

Audience 

Interactive          

Interest          

Intimacy

Curiosity             

Arousal          

Ephemeral 

Ridicule               

Shock             

Engulf 

Provoke

Challenge       

Stimulate 

Horrify                

Subjectivity    

Perception 

Coverage            

Empathy        

Confront 

Inform                 

Educate 

Artworld 

Interpretation   

Inspiration     

Significance 

Conditions         

Events             

Ideologies 

Designation       

Plausibility      

Dynamism 

Credibility          

Experiences    

Interactions 
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Section One Question  
(5 marks)  
(allow 10 minutes 
for this question)     

Examine how Ryan Carter 
represents and interprets his 
world in his artwork Urban 
Playground.    

Urban Playground depicts the 
city through a skateboarder’s 
eyes, morphing into an unofficial 
skate-park, where nondescript 
objects and materials become a 
playground. My work transports 
the audience through this urban 
landscape and reflects on my 
journey of exhilaration through 
motion, stillness and solitude. 

RYAN CARTER
General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of 
the conceptual framework with referring to 
source material.

A comprehensive examination into how the artist’s 
artwork is interpreting his world in a series of 
photographic images. 

4-5

A good answer referring to some key aspects 
of the conceptual framework, referring to some 
source material.

A good examination how the work is referencing the 
artists world through a series of photographs.

2-3

A limited response referencing some aspects of 
the source material.

Provides a limited explanation of how meaning is 
created through materials and actions.

1

Ryan Carter   
Toronto High School
Urban Playground
Photomedia
metallic photo paper, foam board
20 x 20cm each
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Section One Question  
(8 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes for this question)   
You can see the artist video interview here:  
https://youtu.be/V7tLA8ovSNE   

Investigate how the artwork (Quiet) The 
Men are Speaking by Lili Sabine may 
engage audiences. (Use all source material)
    
(Quiet) The Men are Speaking explores the 
impact of language on gender dynamics in 
society. In creating visual representations 
of colloquial sexist terms used to describe 
women, I have shown how the subtle use 
of misogynistic language is condescending 
to women, invalidating their perspectives 
and personally affecting me. My intent is 
to encourage the audience to reconsider 
the subtle micro-aggressions in our society 
and to challenge them. My sculptures 
reflect the layered and complex nature of 
sexism, how it extends into the media, and 
how it can be hidden and overlooked. The 
centre-piece; the tangled nest, symbolises 
the ever-changing complexities of sexism 
in modern society. The works are labelled 
like prizes, reflecting the objectification 
of women in life and the media. This is 
accentuated by studio style photographs, 
as many female models are presented as a 
perfect, edited, marketable product in the 
media. This highly personal concept affects 
me relentlessly in daily life. 

LILI SABINE

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of 
the conceptual framework with referring to 
source material.

Provides a comprehensive investigation of how 
the artwork engages audiences. Interprets the 
sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned ways.

7-8

A good answer referring to some key aspects 
of the conceptual framework, referring to 
some source material.

Provides a good investigation of how the artwork 
engages audiences. Interprets the sources in 
sophisticated and well-reasoned ways.

5-6

A limited response referencing some aspects 
of the of the agencies conceptual framework.

Provides a limited investigation of how meaning 
is conveyed through materials and actions.

1

Artwork and text extract are referred to in 
simple or unrelated ways, revealing little 
understanding of the key points of the 
question.

A basic description of the artwork making no 
reference or an investigation.

https://youtu.be/V7tLA8ovSNE
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Section One Question  
(9 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes for this question)   
You can see the artist video interview 
here: https://youtu.be/PvnFLeF6BJs  

“Audiences are informed by 
artists and their artworks”.  
With reference to this statement, 
analyse the importance of Interwoven 
Journey by Star Tommerup. 

Interwoven Journey explores my 
Aboriginality and cultural connections 
with Dreamtime stories. My work 
uses traditional Aboriginal weaving 
techniques, which have been passed 
down generationally and interpreted 
in a contemporary manner. By weaving 
Papunya dotting, and extending these 
woven techniques onto ceramic 
forms, my work creates a modern 
interpretation of traditional skills. 
The narrative and dialogue between 
tribal members are as important as 
the weaving process. The naturally 
dyed raffia forms a strong connection 
to my country and the land, while the 
procedural processes calm my mind as 
I explore and visually connect with my 
cultural heritage through colour, shape 
and pattern.

STAR TOMMERUP

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of 
agencies conceptual framework, referring to all 
source material. 

Provides a comprehensive analysis of how 
the artwork informs audiences. Interprets the 
sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned ways.

8-9

A good answer referring to key aspects of 
agencies of the conceptual framework, referring 
to all source material.

Provides a good analysis of how the artwork may 
inform audiences. Interprets the sources in well-
reasoned ways.

6-7

A limited response referencing some aspects of 
the of the agencies of the conceptual framework.

Provides a limited analysis of how the artwork 
may inform audiences

4-5

Artwork and text extract are referred to in simple 
or unrelated ways, revealing little understanding 
of the key points of the question.

A basic description of the artwork making no 
reference an or analysis of the artwork.

1-3

Star Tommerup    
Singleton High School 
Interwoven Journey 
Fibre 
clay, raffia 
dimensions variable

https://youtu.be/PvnFLeF6BJs
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Sienna Clayton 
Warners Bay High School
Unknown Woman
Painting
acrylic paint, charcoal, 
chalk pastel, crayon
dimensions variable

Mila Knight 
St Francis Xavier’s College, Hamilton
Mid-Life
Painting
acrylic paint, oil paint, canvas

Section One Question  
(14 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes for this question)   

“Art does not need to  
imitate life”.  
With reference to this statement, 
analyse how and why artists 
Sienna Clayton and Mila Knight 
have used approaches other 
than realism in their artworks.  
(Use all source material)

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of agencies of the 
conceptual framework, referring to all source material.

Provides a comprehensive analysis of how each artist have imitated life and 
approached alternative methods rather than realism within their artworks.  
Interprets sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned way.

13-14

A very good answer referring to key agencies of the conceptual 
framework, referring to some source material.

Provides a very good analysis of how each artist have imitated life and 
approached alternative methods rather than realism within their artworks.  
Interprets sources in well-reasoned way.

10-12

A good answer referring to some key aspects of the cultural 
frame, referring to some source material.

Provides a good analysis of how each artist have imitated life and approached 
alternative methods rather than realism within their artworks.  Interprets 
source material in a well-reasoned way.

8-9

A fair response referencing some aspects of the agencies of the 
conceptual framework.

Provides a fair analysis of how each artist have imitated life and approached 
alternative methods rather than realism.

6-7

A limited response making some reference to the conceptual 
framework and the source material.

Provides a limited analysis of how each artist have imitated life and 
approached alternative methods rather than realism.

4-5

Answer is only descriptive not and unrelated to the conceptual 
framework.

Provide as a basic description of artworks only and does not answer the 
question correctly.

2-3

An attempt is made. Attempt is very limited and unrelated to any aspects of the question. 1-2
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Practice
Artist
As artists we use our own 
experiences in making works 
from different media. To 
understand how others make 
art, we can imagine the making 
of this work through our own 
approach, our reason for its 
making and it’s intention. Putting 
yourself in the shoes of an artist 
will help you answer practice 
questions more easily.   

Artmaking 

Practice in artmaking refers to 
the intentional, informed activity 
of artists in creating bodies of 
work. By studying practice, we can 
understand that art is the product of 
a network of procedures. You should 
use skills gained in your own body 
of work practice to critically analyse 
the decisions made by artists.

When approaching the idea of 
practice in artmaking it is wise to 
break it into two simple questions

1.    What is the artist doing? 
(Executions, Forms, Materials)

2.    Why is the artist doing that? 
(Ideas, Concept, Purpose, 
Intention)

When structuring your responses in 
practice questions, use aspects of 
artworks as evidence. Deconstruct 
them technically (medium, colour) 
identify important elements explain 
what these are, and then analyse 
them on a deeper level. Put yourself 
in the shoes of your artist and try 
to justify their representational 
choices.

Method              

Process             

Procedures           

Preoccupations           

Skills                

Rebellion 

Influences          

Inspirations      

Philosophies        

Products                       

Treatment       

Innovations

Technologies     

Strategies         

Resolution            

Inquiry                          

Mediums          

Style

Artefacts            

Tools 

Techniques           

Materials                      

Attentions        

Traditions 

Words to describe practices
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Section One Question  
(5 marks)  
(allow 10 minutes for this 
question)   

Examine how culture has 
influenced the practice of 
Levani Boulton’s artwork 
Tuhuratange.

Tuhuratanga means discovery; 
capturing my Maori heritage 
throughout my youth and 
uncovering cultural identity.

LEVANI BOULTON

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of 
both culture and art practice, referring to source 
material. 

Comprehensive examination referencing the cultural 
identity revealed in the work, identifying various 
practice applications. 

4-5

A good answer referring to some aspects of 
both culture and art practice, referring to source 
material.

A good explanation referencing the cultural identity 
revealed in the work Identifying some practice 
applications.

2-3

A limited response making little reference to the 
question and source material.

A limited response and a basic description of the work 
only.

1

Levani Boulton    
Lake Macquarie High School 
Tuhuratanga 
Drawing 
graphite, paper 
dimensions variable
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Section One Question  
(8 marks)  
(allow 15 minutes for this 
question)   

Investigate the ways in which 
Aysha Willis has conveyed her 
personal views in her work 
Future Nostalgia.
(Use all source material)

Future Nostalgia is a series 
of introspective watercolour 
self-portraits that delve into 
personal childhood memories, 
and their impact on my sense 
of self-identity. Typically, 
portraits have been utilised 
to depict the present, yet my 
works reflect on key moments 
of the past, in both a literal 
and metaphorical sense, 
filled with objects reminiscent 
of youth. Capturing those 
moments and memories 
became a vital part of my 
practice, using vibrant tones, 
narrative-like compositions 
and symbols of a traditionally 
feminine upbringing. Future 
Nostalgia holds within it a 
feeling of joy when looking 
back on the past, and hope 
looking into one’s future.

AYSHA WILLIS

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary investigation referring to key 
aspects of artists intention and practice, 
referring to all source material. 

Provides a comprehensive investigation into how the artist 
has conveyed in her practice, personal views.  Interprets 
sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned way.

7-8

A good investigation referring to key aspects 
of artists intention and practice referring to 
some source material.

Provides a good investigation examining various ways in 
using some source material the artist has conveyed in her 
practice to convey personal views.

5-6

A limited response referencing some aspects 
of artist practice.

Provides a limited investigation of artist’s practice, through 
materials and actions.

3-4

An attempt is made. A basic description of the work making no reference to the 
key points of the question.

1-2

Aysha Willis     
Merewether High School 
Future Nostalgia 
Painting 
watercolour, clay-board 
dimensions variable
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Section One Question  
(14 marks)  
(allow 30 minutes for this 
question)   

Assess how both Hannah 
Stanley and James Saw reveal 
their own interpretations 
of the world through their 
practices.
(Use all source material)

Bleached Relics (devolving) 
explores the impact of climate 
change. Destructive human 
activities are contributing 
to extreme weather events, 
such as floods, droughts, and 
bushfires. These occurrences 
are destroying our world; what 
is being done to remedy this? 
Do we even care? The relics 
depicted in my work are the 
remains of our world... frail, 
broken, burnt, drained of 
life and colour. If we are to 
continue on this catastrophic 
path of environmental decay, 
the only remnants of our 
existence will be bleached 
relics. 

HANNAH STANLEY

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary investigation referring to key 
aspects of artists intention and practice, 
referring to all source material. 

Provides a comprehensive investigation into how the artist 
has conveyed in her practice, personal views.  Interprets 
sources in sophisticated and well-reasoned way.

7-8

A good investigation referring to key aspects 
of artists intention and practice referring to 
some source material.

Provides a good investigation examining various ways in 
using some source material the artist has conveyed in her 
practice to convey personal views.

5-6

A limited response referencing some aspects 
of artist practice.

Provides a limited investigation of artist’s practice, through 
materials and actions.

3-4

An attempt is made. A basic description of the work making no reference to the 
key points of the question.

1-2

Hannah Stanley      
Central Coast Grammar School 
Bleached Relics (devolving) 
Collection of Work 
photomedia, clay 
dimensions variable
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Circadian is an emotive series 
of large-scale photographs 
which explore the coastline 
and still-life elements. The 
choice of smooth matt rag 
paper adds saturation and 
depth to the images. The 
concept reads on many levels, 
the pulse of time, the fragility 
of existence. The juxtaposition 
of vintage objects, chessboards 
and close-ups of ocean rock-
pools creates a sense of time 
and place, sharing a narrative 
of the world through my eyes.
JAMES SAW

General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary answer referring to key aspects of artists 
practice referring to all source material.

Provides a comprehensive assessment of how each artist have showcased their work 
adopting many alternative practices. Interprets source material in a sophisticated and well-
reasoned way.

13-14

A very good answer referring to key aspects of 
artists practice referring to some source material.

Provides a substantial assessment of how each artist have showcased their work adopting 
many alternative practices. Interprets material in a and well-reasoned way.

10-12

A good answer referring to some keys aspects of 
artists practice referring to some source material.

Provides a good assessment of how each artist have showcased their work adopting many 
alternative practices. Interprets some sources in a well-reasoned way.

8-9

A fair response referencing some aspects of the 
aspects of artist practice.

Provides a fair asessment of how each artist have showcased their work adopting many 
alternative practices. Interprets some sources in a well-reasoned way.

6-7

Answer is only descriptive not and unrelated to 
artist practice.

Provides a basic description of artworks only and does not answer the question correctly. 4-5

An attempt is made. Attempt is very limited and unrelated to any aspects of the question. 1-3

James Saw  
Lakes Grammar 
Circadian 
Photo media 
rag paper- smooth matt
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Section One Question  
(10 marks)  
(allow 20 minutes for this question)   

Contemporary art practices can 
provide a valuable yet unsettling 
critique of society. 
Discuss this statement in reference 
to the works: A Guardian No More 
by Connor Beveridge and Jarron 
Stanton’s work Reclaimed Sound. 
(Use all source material)

A Guardian No More represents 
my personal struggles with mental 
health. My work depicts these issues 
as a knight in armour, as a defence 
to overcome mental difficulties. I 
chose armour due to its recognisable 
design as a protective symbol. 
The arrows symbolise the mental 
concerns, which cut and tear through 
the weak defences of the cardboard 
and paper armour. The arrows are 
painted realistically, to contrast with 
the scrappy cardboard, demonstrating 
the armour’s failure; the cardboard is 
not a strong defence. Stains and paint 
were used to replicate the bloodied 
wounds, maintaining the earthy 
palette, and to give a visceral look to 
each wound.

CONOR BEVERIDGE

Connor Beveridge  
Merewether High School 
A Guardian No More 
Sculpture 
cardboard, newspaper, foam,  
wooden dowel, plastic 
dimensions variable
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General Criteria Marks 

Exemplary investigation referring 
to key aspects of artists intention 
and practice referring to all 
source material. 

Provides a comprehensive discussion revealing how both artists 
how have critiqued their world through both practice and 
concept. Source material interpreted in a sophisticated and well-
reasoned way.

9-10

A good investigation referring to 
key aspects of artists intention 
and practice referring to some 
source material.

Provides a substantial discussion revealing how both artists 
how have critiqued their world through both practice and 
concept. Source material interpreted in a sophisticated and well-
reasoned way.

7-8

A limited response referencing 
some aspects of artist practice.

Provides a limited investigation of artist’s practice, through 
materials and actions.

5-6

A fair response referencing some 
aspects of artist practice.

A basic description of the work making no reference to the key 
points of the question.

3-4

An attempt is made. A basic description of the work making no reference to the key 
points of the question.

1-2

Reclaimed Sound explores the ever-
changing world in which we live, with 
the analogue being replaced by the 
digital. My work is a combination of 
sculptural practices and documented 
forms; reminiscent of the intermedia 
pieces of Fluxus and Nam June Paik. 
Images depict a ready-made sculpture 
created from a piano, and discarded 
audio/visual components. The 
photographs are taken in an industrial 
setting, removing the piece from its 
original setting and re-contextualising 
the once precious instrument. Other 
images show a guitar assemblage 
suspended in an ornate frame. 
Reclaimed Sound is an amalgamation 
of digital and analogue components 
that create playful, hybrid instruments 
from entangled wires, circuit boards, 
vinyl records and remnants of defunct 
audio and visual technology. 

JARRON STANTON

Jarron Stanton  
Lakes Grammar 
Reclaimed Sound 
Documented Forms 
recycled instruments  
(piano, acoustic guitar) found  
components from audio visual 
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